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Abstract—The proliferation of smart home technologies providing home users with digital services presents an interoperability problem. This paper asserts that the value of these services can be greatly extended by enabling technology-neutral compositions of these home services, and furthermore that the reliability of such composite services will be of paramount importance to ensuring widespread deployment. Therefore fault management capabilities must accompany the composition capabilities in order to increase the robustness and reliability of such services. This paper proposes a web services-based abstraction layer for home area network service composition and a semantically informed fault management system for composed services, which can assist in diagnosis and correction of problems with composite services in smart homes of the future. Prototyping work and use cases are also described and initial metrics are presented that investigate the overhead of introducing the technology neutral abstraction layer.
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I. MOTIVATION

Applications in the smart home of the near future will be constructed as service compositions or mash-ups that combine capabilities offered by a wide range of device vendors and service providers. This is because no individual vendor or provider can ensure control of a personalized consumer-created environment based on hardware and software components, even where this is enabled by interoperability standards such as UPnP[6] and HTTP/SOAP web services. Thus smart home applications will increasingly cut across traditionally segmented domains such as white goods manufacturers, consumer electronics, domotics, telecommunications providers and internet-based services. Thus diversity is guaranteed.

Given this wide array of components and the emerging ubiquity of service-oriented computing solutions, device and service compositions will play a key role in leveraging the value of individual service components in an ever expanding array of new and useful applications. This leverage of value includes activities such as support for chaining of components into composite services in order to provide richer user experience by introducing new applications from existing device services. It can also be a force multiplier in terms of effectiveness, for example a standalone a database service is of limited utility to most consumers but when coupled with social networking, accounting and appointment book applications it provides a vital part of many workflows that could be used to support home businesses or even weekly shopping trips. Thus the inherent value in the underlying services, normally only available to specialist technical users, is unlocked for end-users.

For device vendors and service providers the value offered by their products will shift from being solely concerned with their use in isolation, to their ability to be used in concert with the rest of the digital home ecosystem of devices and services. Until now, such compositions have only been available to users through service compositions continuously being offered by innovative third parties. The developers of these components can therefore increase their attractiveness to consumers by maximizing their ability to be integrated with other components. However, this must be balanced against the integration costs incurred by third party service composers and the management costs incurred by composite service operators, which may deter them from actually including the component in future composite offerings. Support for recursive composition of atomic services means that service providers can expand their service offerings by re-using their own atomic resources and services as parts of composite or specialized services that they then offer directly to consumers. Finally the ability to compose local services with other service providers facilitates the building and maintenance of strategic partnerships with other service providers in order to maximize the value (and hence demand) for the atomic services.

Therefore if such compositions are going to be practical then it is insufficient to enable just the initial stage of integration, instead the composed service must be supported throughout its lifecycle i.e. from composition, through deployment, maintenance or modification and finally retirement. This is especially important for services deployed in a smart home as it is necessary to enable troubleshooting and corrective actions by non-technical users, who may themselves be the actor who initially composed the services, or to enable self-healing or corrective actions by intelligent services deployed in the home.

There have been several promising technologies proposed for smart home device and service integration, these include UPnP[6], Jini [7], HAVi[8], OSGi[2] and DPWS[11]. All of these technologies enable, to a greater
or lesser extent, interconnectivity between heterogeneous devices and services. While they generally provide useful abstractions for interaction with a particular device, these technologies are non-interoperable. This leaves vendors and consumers locked into spot solutions and ultimately not delivering on the promise of universal smart home device and service integration. Creating services with a richer user experience for home area networks requires underlying services that are composable in a way that enable flexible compositions of the services exposed by networked devices in the smart home.

This paper presents a modular approach for enabling the composition of smart home services. An implementation of this approach is presented whereby UPnP services are automatically wrapped as web services to take part in a declaratively defined service compositions based on the BPEL[10] standard for specifying executable composite processes. However, to support runtime fault management of the composite service we enhance this infrastructure using a semantics-based approach. A knowledge model of UPnP events and faults expressed as an OWL[9] ontology was created. This facilitates machine-based reasoning about faults from atomic UPnP services in order to derive composite faults for the composed services. The semantics of a fault in a composite service are not simply the aggregation of the semantics of atomic faults but in fact need to take into account the interplay of atomic services in a composite service. For example the failure of a specific atomic service does not necessarily imply the failure of the whole composite service. Therefore, this approach significantly increases the manageability and hence reliability and suitability for self-healing and diagnosis of composite services for smart home applications.

In section II we provide an overview of related work on smart home services composition and management. Section III presents the architecture approach for enabling composition of smart home services and our current implementation in terms of BPEL-based integration of UPnP-based smart home services wrapped in web service interfaces. Next, in section IV we describe a use case for this work based on an example composite smart home service. Our ongoing work on enhanced fault-management for composition of semantically annotated events is described in section V. Finally we present some conclusions and a summary of the status and applicability of our work.

II. RELATED WORK

In general while there has been a lot of work on enabling composition of smart home services, most of this has focused on the use of a single integration technology such as UPnP, here we discuss relevant related research that has specifically addressed the likely technological heterogeneity in the smart home.

A middleware approach for enabling service composition for smart homes with BPEL is presented in [1]. The approach is based on marrying an OSGi platform [2] with the BPEL specification and a runtime engine. In this architecture a composite service is expressed as a BPEL process that orchestrates a set of OSGi services. The composite service is deployed in the OSGi platform as a virtual bundle and then can be accessed by other services as an ordinary OSGi service. This is equivalent to the way BPEL services have an ordinary WSDL based interface and can be accessed as web services. When a composite service is located and invoked, the implementation bundle calls the BPEL engine, which interprets the process specification and executes the process and can call back OSGi services. Smart home services are discovered and registered with the OSGi platform as services via technology related bundles (e.g. a UPnP bundle) and thereby can be invoked from composite services running on this platform. In contrast to our approach the OSGi platform rather than web services are used to abstract the individual technologies and there is no formal knowledge model used to capture cross-technology service event or fault semantics.

Wen et al. [5] tackle the problem of interoperability and heterogeneity in smart homes. They discuss the different layers of interoperability and for each layer suggest their preferred solution. For connectivity interoperability they suggest an Ethernet cloud; for network interoperability – TCP; and for syntactic interoperability - XML/SOAP. The main difference from our approach is that we describe an open driver-based middleware that can be extended with “drivers” per technology as an adaptation layer from a protocol specific to protocol neutral web services interface.

In [3] the problem of dynamic smart home services composition is discussed. They suggest an ontology-based approach for smart home service composition, specifically in the audio/video domain. A system architecture that allows dynamic service composition based on semantic technology is presented. They define a device and a capability ontology, which are used to assist with service composition to enable determining which device can perform which semantic task.

uMiddle [13] is a universal middleware for interoperability in pervasive environments. uMiddle uses a universal description language as a canonical service description thereby enabling developers to write applications that interact with devices with a technology-neutral interface. uMiddle does not address declarative service composition and does not support fault management features.

FedNet [14] is an intermediary based solution for transparent integration of applications with diverse smart objects by wrapping the interaction with the smart object and placing the FedNet intermediary between the applications and the smart devices. Smart devices are described via proprietary description documents. The interaction between the application and the smart device representation is made through a RESTful interface. The application description is declarative and proprietary and does not support specific fault management.

Finally, in previous work on policy-based integration of multi-provider digital home services [12], the authors
have addressed the issue of the federated distribution of management authority in a domain where device and service providers may wish to retain some control of their offerings, despite the composed service residing or executing largely within the smart home.

III. ARCHITECTURE

A. Background

In order to facilitate composition of services in the smart home, we propose that an abstraction layer should be introduced between the low-level device/service technology, and the service composition layer. This abstraction layer should hide the differences in format, protocol, and network related details from the consumer and expose the device services in a common standard way. We adopt a web-service based approach, such that devices in the home area network are discovered and their services are exposed to the user as web-based services. In addition to enabling the broadest method of standard access to all types of services, this approach enables the composability of such services using existing service composition standards, which is an important attribute desired for smart home applications.

Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL or BPEL in short) [10] is an OASIS standard language for the orchestration of web services described via the web service description language (WSDL) to be called and controlled via control flow structural activities. An important attribute of BPEL is that the composite service is also rendered as a web service thereby making it interoperable and easily integrated with other web services.

B. Proposal

In this architecture we propose a framework to allow smart home service compositions to be defined using BPEL. In addition we suggest the dynamic and automatic creation of a web service proxy for each digital service, e.g., the capability offered by a UPnP-enabled device discovered in the HAN. This approach provides a common web service-based interoperable layer which can then be used in BPEL-based composition along with actual web services. BPEL enables declarative service composition and allows for seamless integration with web-based services. Both BPEL and web services provide structured and declarative fault handling as part of the language which is considered essential for management of composite home services. In our future work we will consider more lightweight approaches both for service composition as well as for proxy service representation, e.g., RESTful services.

In this abstract architecture (Figure 1) a “driver” module is loaded for each smart home service technology. Such a driver is required to abstract the interaction with the devices supporting the particular technology. It is expected to discover the technology-compliant devices, extract their services description, generate corresponding technology neutral web services and deploy them to the local web server. Finally it should be able to invoke operations on the device on-demand. By creating a proxy interoperable web interface, different smart home technologies could be used and composed in a uniform manner ignoring the underlying differences in protocol, data structure, platform and network. This architecture could ideally be deployed as part of a home gateway.

Figure 1 shows the architecture with a driver for UPnP. This driver is implemented as a UPnP control point application that interacts with the UPnP devices in the HAN. The control point application has two main sub-modules:

(i) Discovery sub-module – responsible for discovering UPnP devices and services in the home area network using the UPnP discovery protocol. Once a device is discovered, its services are investigated. For each service, its XML description is fetched, and based on this description, a corresponding web service proxy is generated on the fly using template-based code generation. For each service, a single web service is created, such that for each action there is a corresponding web service operation. The parameters of the operation match the parameters of the UPnP action. The web service returns a string and may throw an exception in case an error was returned from the UPnP service. Figure 2 shows a snippet from the AVTransport service of a UPnP media renderer, while
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Once a proxy web service has been generated it is built and packaged as a web application and deployed to a local web server. The discovery application is dynamic and as soon as a UPnP device or service is added to the network it is automatically detected, and its corresponding web service proxies are generated and deployed to the web server. As soon as the device or service disappears from the network, its corresponding web service proxies will be immediately undeployed from the web server and removed. The implementation of each web service operation delegates the call to the corresponding UPnP device or service via the control point execution module described below.

(ii) Invocation sub-module – responsible for invoking home service actions and extracting the results, errors and events. When an action is invoked through the execution service, the corresponding device action is called and the result or error code is returned to the caller. In case an error occurs, the UPnP error code generates a UPnP exception which is thrown back from the web service to the caller. An evaluation of the performance overhead for the web service proxy approach for UPnP services is given in section V.

Once a proxy has been deployed to the web server, a composite service can then be defined in BPEL involving the proxies, and indeed may include other arbitrary web services. Such a composite service may be deployed in a BPEL runtime engine and be executed in the home environment, either as part of a client application, or indeed as part of another composite service.

The advantage of a web service proxy based approach is that it enables standard seamless composition of web-based services with home services with no additional effort. Another advantage is that a similar approach can also be applied on types of home services other than UPnP.
the WSDL of the two constituent UPnP services, and a service to provide contextual location information about the user, are composed together to automatically produce a standards-compliant BPEL process. This is then deployed to a BPEL engine, and made available as a WSDL compliant web service to be directly used by a client application, or reused in an even more sophisticated composite service.

This composition has been implemented. In this case a UPnP compliant XBMC media server was used with two XBMC UPnP media renderers, while the location tracking information was provided via a simulation service. The composite service executes as expected, with the video stream smoothly transitioning from one media renderer instance to another.

However, a more challenging issue arises if an error occurs at one of the constituent services in the composition, for example, where a malformed media location URL is passed into a media renderer. UPnP devices and services can be considered state machine based, where state changes are signaled via status updates, which can be modeled as events. Where an operation causes an error, rather than have the faulting operation fail instead it succeeds, with the state transitioned to an error state and signaled with a state change event. When this model is mapped to the synchronous request/response web services approach, all operations appear to succeed. Out of band error checking becomes more complicated, especially where some events signal normal operation, some signal warnings, some signal resource-level issues that may be independent of any operation being performed, and finally only some events signal errors.

If the process of wrapping UPnP services as web services to support their agile integration with other web services is to be semi automated, and the composition process made easier, this raises a number of further concerns. Firstly, there is a requirement to capture the semantics or meaning of different events, so they can be mapped to the individual operations and underlying resources of individual UPnP devices and services. While this information can be determined by reading the UPnP specifications, they are not formally encoded. Secondly, given the focus on event-based feedback, the composition process needs to be extended to support not just the synchronous data-flow approach, but also support the composition-level combination of asynchronous events in a holistic manner. These issues and a proposed approach to address them will be further discussed in the next section.

V. ONGOING WORK

In this section we provide more details on our ongoing work on semantics-based composite fault management and current prototyping experiences.

A. Composite Service Fault Management

Fault management is a sub area of service management that aims to enable the user or service provider to identify a problem with a service as soon as it occurs. Traditionally in telecommunications networks, implementing fault management functions is a very high priority for any new deployments since service outages directly affect revenue. Improving fault management is also an essential step towards enabling automation in composite service management. Composite service fault management in general deals with detection, isolation, correlation and correction of events that affect the composite service. In composite services, failures can occur in a number of ways: within the services themselves – application related faults, during the interaction with services, e.g. communication problems or versioning problems; or composition related faults – such as incompatible parameters. Identifying faults enables a user or manager to respond quickly and appropriately to failures, thereby increasing the reliability of the composite service. Holistic composite service management should consider event information coming from atomic services in addition to other available context information such as the model of the composition and its execution state. This leads us to the next topic.

B. Semantic Modeling For Composite Events

Comprehensive end-to-end aware composite service fault management requires composing management information coming from multiple sources to report accurately about the state of the composite service and how it is affected by events or faults in constituent services. A gap exists between the level of a fault management interface that is exposed by atomic services and the fault management interface we desire to have for the composite service. For example, atomic service events may be batched, suppressed, or mapped to composite service faults depending on the execution state and the model of the composite service.

The event interface of atomic services can be enriched with formal semantic models, with such a semantic fault interface can support composite fault management. In this paper the authors propose a framework that can be used by the composite service designer. By using declarative rules, enriched with formal semantic models, the faults of constituent atomic services can be mapped to those of a composite service, aligning the fault management of the composite service with the end-to-end management goals of the composition.

C. A Framework For Composite Service Fault Management

Figure 5 describes a conceptual framework for a composite service fault/event detector. The purpose of this architecture is to describe rule-based composite service fault management, deploy this management interface, and identify composite faults and events during the composite service runtime. The framework has three main subsystems:

---
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Fault composer – This tool allows the fault management designer for the composite service to leverage the knowledge present in the composite service model. It is proposed to implement the fault composer tool as a plug-in extension to an existing BPEL design tool. Fault management interface composition will be done using an IDE GUI (e.g. an Eclipse or Netbeans plug-in) that would enable the user to compose fault information from the various available sources and in addition it will be able to automatically suggest to the user composite event patterns based on an analysis of the composite service model and constituent atomic services fault management interfaces. In order to enable such an automatic suggestion mechanism, the composite service model is inspected in conjunction with the atomic services fault management interfaces. For example, if there is no alternative path, all atomic service faults are promoted by default to be composite service faults. Another option is to merge semantically equivalent faults to their common parent concept.

Composite service runtime – there are three interaction points between the composite service runtime and the fault management system:

- When a composite service is deployed to the composite service runtime engine, its corresponding management interface (i.e. the composite events/fault rules) is deployed to the composite service event detector. However this is an incremental process and management can be deployed at a later time, or upgraded after the composite service has been deployed.
- The composite service event detector needs to receive from the composite service runtime engine information about runtime events/faults coming from atomic services, process models, process execution state changes, input/outputs, composition related faults
- When an event/fault is identified, the composite service event detector must be able to send the event/fault back to the composite service runtime engine so it can be relayed as a fault/event coming from the composite process that raised it.

Composite service event detector – this is the main runtime component of the system and its role is to identify patterns matching composite services faults/events. It is based on the following main concepts:

- Semantic modeling – enrich the atomic services fault management interfaces with semantic annotations from a fault management ontology. This requires a high-level, domain independent fault ontology, a composition fault ontology, and a domain-specific fault ontology, e.g. a UPnP fault ontology (see Figure 8 for an example based on our current work).
- Semantic reasoning – given the ontologies described above, every instance of event/fault received from the process runtime is inserted to the knowledge base and can potentially trigger semantic reasoning rules associated with the fault management interface of the related composite service. Such reasoning can involve type based reasoning – e.g. checking if the fault type is a subclass of another ontology type. Instance based reasoning can be used to check the relation between two instances of faults and infer the existence of a third fault with a different or similar type.
- Rule engine – expresses the fault management interface of the composite service as a set of rules mapping between atomic services semantic event information, composition related events (execution state and model), temporal constraints, and additional available context. Additional context can be anything that is known to the composite service fault management designer to be available in the deployment environment including network events/faults, application events/faults, and device events/faults.

D. Prototype Implementation

In order to demonstrate and evaluate the above approach, a prototype of the system has been implemented, tested, and has been shown to perform as expected for a small number of UPnP devices and services. The current prototype was implemented support for only one technology, UPnP, but as the architecture is open and modular, we would extend this as part of our future work. The architecture of this prototype, targeting composite service fault management in a smart home HAN, is given in Figure 6. During runtime, the UPnP control point application discovers UPnP devices, generates corresponding web service proxies, allowing
services to be composed using a BPEL editor, and have these composite applications deployed and executed. The prototype uses Apache Tomcat\(^4\) as web server to host the proxy web services and Apache ODE\(^5\) BPEL engine as a web application deployed in it for hosting and executing composite services.

In parallel the composite service fault management interface can be designed as a set of rules mapping atomic service events and faults, composite service execution state changes and temporal constraints into the fault management of the composite service. The prototype uses JBoss Rules 5 (formerly known as Drools) as a rule engine and rules are defined using the Drools DRL format (See figure 7). These management rules are specified in a when-then format, such that the when part defines a composite fault pattern, and the then part defines the type of composite fault that correspond to the pattern. The fault management patterns can refer to event semantics (as triples), composite service life cycle events, state changes and temporal constraints. A rule file may have multiple patterns of composite faults that correspond to a certain composite service. Once the rule file has been defined it is placed in the predefined rules directory and picked up by the rule engine. During runtime events and faults coming from atomic services, BPEL runtime, and UPnP devices are inserted to the rule engine as event/fault objects, as well as triples. Triple object are extracted from the ontology representation of the event/fault instance. Figure 7 shows an example of such a composite fault pattern corresponding to the composite media renderer described in section IV. This rule identifies a fault (f1) whose type is one of the semantic subclasses of UPnPArgumentFault according to the ontology that was defined for this prototype. In case a match is found, a composite fault having a type “UPnPArgumentFault” is sent back to the composite service and from there to the caller.

For this prototype a high level fault ontology was created along with a UPnP Fault management ontology. The High level fault ontology defines the main generic types of events and faults, such as physical fault, communication fault, application fault, security fault, etc. It also defines a set of composition related events, such as process life cycle event, and activity state change event. For UPnP it defines a UPnP fault which is mapped from the error code that can be returned by a service action, and a UPnP event that corresponds to a device state variable change. For the prototype purposes only a small subset of the errors were modeled, specifically the focus has been on the general UPnP errors and on specific errors in media renderers. Events and faults in the UPnP fault ontology have an associated resource, which represents the device, and a fault type, which is the root of a hierarchy of fault/event types. Figure 8 shows a snippet from this ontology.

During runtime, events and faults coming from the atomic constituent services are delegated through the web service proxy to the event receiver of the composite event detector. Additional events representing process life cycle and execution state changes are received through a listener implemented in the BPEL engine. The control point application listens to UPnP events and forwards them to the composite event detector.

Once events and faults are inserted to the rule engine, the relevant composite service’s rules are triggered as appropriate whereby the rule engine attempts to identify composite fault/event patterns, informed by the semantics of the events, combined with semantic information modeling generic composite services. In case such a pattern is identified, an appropriate predefined composite fault template is instantiated and sent back to the composite service and from there sent back to the caller of the service.

For testing the prototype a composite service as illustrated in section IV was used. Multiple XBMC clients were used as media renderers and media servers on multiple desktop and laptops. The prototype was tested with a small set of

\(^4\) http://tomcat.apache.org/
\(^5\) http://ode.apache.org/
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rules corresponding to this service.

Table 1 shows indicative performance overheads introduced by the prototype implementation for 3 media renderer AVTransport service operations (“Play”, “Pause” and “Stop”). The first column (UPnP) shows the time taken to directly invoke the operation using SOAP messaging. The second column shows the server-side time required to perform the same operation when it is wrapped in a web service interacting with the UPnP control point application, where the additional redirection overhead introduced by the server-side processing is approx. 5 milliseconds. Column three (Roundtrip) shows the time taken to invoke the operation from a Java web service client on the same host as the web service and demonstrates the additional overhead introduced by this approach, especially when offset against the added capabilities to easily compose these services, not just with other UPnP services, but potentially with any web service.

Table 1 Performance Overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UPnP</th>
<th>Webservice wrapped UPnP</th>
<th>Roundtrip (Client, Webservice &amp; UPnP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Play</td>
<td>112.36ms</td>
<td>117.86ms</td>
<td>387.52ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause</td>
<td>365.46ms</td>
<td>370.98ms</td>
<td>614.85ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>342.35ms</td>
<td>347.44ms</td>
<td>585.0ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper the authors envision that smart home functionality will be constructed as service compositions or mash-ups based on device and service offerings from a wide range of manufacturers and providers. In this paper an approach is presented where UPnP devices and services are wrapped as web services which then can be easily reused and composed with a wider set of devices and services. One of the major side-effects of this approach is a requirement to perform more sophisticated composite fault management in compositions containing UPnP devices and services. A design and prototype implementation of such a composite fault management framework, informed by formal semantic models of the services, faults and the application domain is also presented. Early experimental results indicate a low performance overhead for the approach. In future implementations we are going to look at RESTful web services as a lightweight common interoperable infrastructure.
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